1. Bailey [l] showed that Ramanujan's identity CO CO /i _ X5")5 £/,(5W+4) = 5lI^--7 m-0 n_l (1 -X") 6 can be derived from the identity » ( xq" yq" \ = (x -y)(l -xy) to 1(1 -xq")2 (1 -yq")2f ~ (1 -x)2(l -y)2
" (1 -xyqn)(l -x~ly-lqn)(l -xy-xqn)(l -x-xyqn)(l -qn)* 1 (1 -x?")2(l -x-1?")2(l -yg")2(l -y~lqn) 2 which is equivalent to the familiar formula
<r(u + v)a(u + v) &>(«) -p(») =-• c2(u)o-2(v)
Similarly the formula (1 -a)3 " «V"
can be used to prove various results involving partition functions. Dobbie [3] recently constructed simple direct proofs of (1) and (2) that require no knowledge of elliptic functions; incidentally (2) can be derived from (1) by dividing by x-y and then letting y->x.
The writer [2] showed that by means of (2) one can give a very concise proof of the familiar formula for the number of representations of an integer as a sum of eight squares or of eight odd squares. In the present note we obtain the formulas for four and six squares in a similar manner (see for example [6, p. 307] It follows from (3) and (4) that (6) 0o(q)03(q) = Olrf), ol(q) = 202(q)0*(q).
For the case of six squares we shall in addition require
which incidentally is proved in §3 below. We define rk(n), rk (n) by means of
n-0 n-l 3. In (1) replace g by q% and then put y= -x = q. The left hand side of (1) becomes
The right hand side of (1) becomes
Hence we have the identity
which is equivalent to the known results on sums of four odd squares.
In (1) let us now put x=i and y= -i. The left hand side of (1)
The right hand side of (1) becomes Now take a -qi in (2) . We find that the right member becomes
the left member is equal to On the other hand, addition of (12) and (15) The formulas (17) and (18) are the well-known results of Jacobi on six squares; the notation is that of Glaisher [4] . We remark that (14) and (15) where the «< are odd, x,-arbitrary.
